Dependable healthcare equipment;
maintained to exacting standards

> Ancillary Hardware

We’re here for life.

Anti-Ligature Hinges

Anti-Ligature Hinges

At Risk Patient Protection Products
A Safe Environment
Providing a safe and aesthetically pleasing
environment in a Mental Health facility has always
been a design and clinical challenge. This has
been made more difficult given the demand for
‘normalisation’ – the need to create a homely, less
institutional environment yet still providing a high
level of staff and patient safety. Traditionally safety
has taken precedence over aesthetics and the
appearance has been somewhat abandoned.
In recent years it has been proven the normalisation
of the patient surroundings, including the provision
of a substantial level of privacy and dignity is
essential for a faster recovery.
What are the Risks?
Areas within the mental health facility that offer
the greatest risk of injury, self-harm or suicide are
doorways, window openings and their associated
fixtures and hardware. This especially applies to
closed rooms such as a bathroom or bedroom which
may be out of the sight of carers. Statistics have
demonstrated that the most frequent method of
suicide is by hanging or strangulation, in fact this
method accounts for over half of deaths by suicide
in Australia. The most prominent risks within patient

Mission

areas is the presence of ligature points and the ability
for a patient to barricade themselves (with or without
hostages) away from staff access and assistance.
Minimising the Risk
It remains a duty of care to ensure that patients
are cared for and accommodated in the safest
environment possible. The unique range of Hipac
solutions which have been designed exclusively
for Mental Health Facilities, Rehabilitation and
Detention Centres, add style and character without
compromising safety, functionality or quality.
Hipac door hardware products are sourced
internationally and are recognised as best practice
solutions. They Integrate seamlessly with our range
of anti-ligature anti-barricade locksets and provide
a comprehensive hardware package to cater for the
demands of today’s mental health environments.
At Hipac we are committed to providing
market leading products to suit every application.
We exclusively distribute an extensive range of
established products, however we have the ability
to modify, adapt, source or create a solution for
your unique situation.
Hipac is your partner in care.

“The most frequent method of Suicide was hanging,
a method used in half (53%) of all Suicide deaths”.

We’re here for life.
We’re here to preserve life,
to protect life and to promote life.
We’re here for others and we’re
here for good.
Vision

A vibrant enthusiastic team of dynamic individuals possessing a
genuine interest in the needs of those surrounding them, whose
attitude and actions benefit not only our clients and their patients
but reach out to touch humanity.
Our staff find work rewarding and enjoyable and our customers
find engagement with them fulfilling. Stakeholders are satisfied
and supportive.
A carefully selected portfolio of solid reliable products is sourced
from a long lineup of manufacturers worldwide seeking well
supported representation throughout the country.
Growth is sustained by the energy of a service division unequalled
for its reliability, dependability and efficiency. It will be capable of
a four hour response time anywhere on this vast continent.
Relationships formed will endure.

Australian Bureau of Statistics

Guiding Principles
Integrity
Open, honest and loyal in every sphere
and relationship.

Effectiveness
Do it once, do it right and do it in the least
amount of time. Be punctual.

Selflessness
Put the needs of others ahead of my own.

Communication
Keep customers, suppliers and fellow
workers informed.

Consideration
Possess a caring and considerate disposition.
Courtesy
A smile, a kind word, a greeting costs nothing
but is priceless.
Generosity
Display a spirit of generosity, kindness
and compassion.
Orderliness
Maintain tidy and safe facilities, work areas
and practices.

Hipac | Ancillary Hardware
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Recordkeeping
Maintain accurate records for a better
tomorrow. Be accountable.
Innovation
Do it smarter, better, quicker. Think outside
the box.
Action
See a need do something about it… now.
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What is Anti-Ligature?
Reducing the Risk of Self-Harm
When planning the construction or refurbishment of
a bedroom or bathroom for patients suffering from
mental illness, it is essential in the design process to
eliminate points where a cord, rope, or bed sheet can
be looped or tied to a fixture in order to create a point
of ligature, which may result in self harm or in extreme
cases, loss of life. Unfortunately, many items that would
be considered standard for a bedroom or a bathroom
pose a risk of ligature and alternate products must be
used in order to achieve the same function, yet provide
a safe environment for both patients and staff.
There are a variety of ways in which we can safeguard
against ligature in these areas. These are as follows;

Load Release Anti-Ligature
The Kestrel load release system is a simple yet
extremely effective way of reducing or eliminating
ligature risks. The system is based around two
patented magnetic brackets. These brackets will
securely hold a range of items by powerful shortrange magnetic attraction. When an abnormal load is
applied the magnetic force is overcome and releases
its load. And it can do this time after time. There is no
decline in performance and no mechanical restraint,
nothing can jam, break or wear out. After an incident,
all that is required is for the suspended item to be held
immediately below the magnetic bracket or brackets.
The magnetic force will then raise the item and reseat
it in its correct position.

This system was originally developed to suspend
curtain tracking in areas where patients are at risk of
self-harm, however it is being continually developed
and now incorporates a wide range of load release
accessories for patient bedrooms, bathrooms, and
ensuites. This range now also incorporates a selection
of universal load release mounting plates on which
standard accessories and fixtures can be installed
without creating a ligature risk.
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These items are generally items that are required to bear
weight or strain such as a hand rail, or a door handle.
As it is not an option for these products to release
under an abnormal load, the ligature risk is eliminated
by designing it in such a way that it is not possible for a
cordlike object to be looped or tied around it.
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Weaponry Deterrent
Items that can be removed from their intended location
by force, such as a wardrobe rail, could potentially be
used as a weapon for a patient to harm themselves or
others. Whilst staff members are trained to overcome
confrontation with violent patients, it is best to
minimise this risk through innovative product design.
A range of solutions, particularly load release products,
are now available in lightweight and flexible materials
to deter patients and reduce the potential harm that
could be caused by them if they are used for purposes
other than that for which they have been designed.

Key to Icons
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Load Release
Anti-Ligature

Fixed
Anti-Ligature

Weaponry
Deterrent

Item will release from
its fixings to prevent a
ligature if an abnormal
load is applied.

Item is fixed in place
however is free from
points where a cord
could be fastened to
create a ligature point.

Designed to reduce
the risk of this item
being used as a
weapon.
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SINGLE SWING FULL LENGTH GEARED HINGE

A full-length geared hinge
with Anti-Ligature tip

Full-length geared hinge
and closer package

> Full length anti-ligature geared hinge on bathroom door.

> Full length anti-ligature geared hinge on ensuite door.

> Anti-Ligature Hinge with Concealed Closer.

> Anti-Ligature Hinge Tip.

How are they different?

Guarantee

A versatile solution

Greatly improved safety

Unlike conventional hinges, Continuous Geared Hinges do not
have a gap between the door and the frame making it ideal for
anti-ligature purposes nor does it have a pin. It is not like a piano
hinge which has 50% of each knuckle cut away, and depends on a
thin wire to hold the leaves together.

Continuous Geared Hinges are guaranteed for the life of the
opening against defect in material and workmanship, with the
exception of the heavy duty hinges which carry a 10 year warranty.

With effective door weight distribution and special low friction
bearings that help eliminate the use of force to open heavy doors
up to 500kg. The hinges are suitable for new and upgrading
existing doorsets.

The Full Length Continuous Geared Hinge has a special antiligature tip and a number of design features that improve
safety, making it ideal for use in a wide variety of situations in
healthcare, psychiatric and secure accommodation environments
where self-harm is a risk.

How do they work?

• Specialist anti-ligature tip helps to reduce the risk of self-harm.
• Opens 180° in one direction, allowing door to fold back
against the wall.
• Sight proof design provides privacy.
• Tested to Grade 1 Abuse Impact Resistance and to
1.5 million cycles.
• Concealed Closer can be fitted 300mm from bottom of
door reducing risk of ligature.

Why use Continuous Geared Hinges?

Continuous Geared Hinges consist of two full height paired
and geared leaves. Each geared leaf rotates evenly from top to
bottom riding on Delrin-Teflon bearings. This retains the smooth,
clean lines of the door and frame, whilst easily supporting heavy
vertical loads such as doors.

Electronically Modified Hinge

Benefits

A concealed closer solution
Combining the safety and efficiency of the Continuous Geared
Hinge with the power of a Perko Powermatic® Door Closer, this
unique, hidden package provides safe, reliable, high performance
for a wide variety of health care situations.
When used in conjunction with the Continuous Geared Hinge the
Perko Powermatic® closer can be positioned as low as 300mm
from the base of the door.

17.5

31.8

19.8

7.9

The Electronically Modified Hinge is ideal for use in applications
such as automatic disabled access and ensures all cabling to door
or wall mounted electronics is concealed.
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CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

111916
113638
117090
117091
116479
117092
117093
117094
116480

Full Length Anti-Ligature Geared Hinge 2100mm – Standard Duty
Full Length Anti-Ligature Geared Hinge 2400mm – Standard Duty
Full Length Anti-Ligature Geared Hinge 2100mm – Heavy Duty
Full Length Anti-Ligature Geared Hinge 2400mm – Heavy Duty
Full Length Anti-Ligature Geared Hinge 2100mm – Extreme Duty
Full Length Anti-Ligature Geared Hinge 2400mm – Extreme Duty
Electronically Modified Full Length Anti-Ligature Geared Hinge – 2100mm – 4no wire
Electronically Modified Full Length Anti-Ligature Geared Hinge – 2100mm – 8no wire
Electronically Modified Full Length Anti-Ligature Geared Hinge – 2100mm – 12no wire

Hipac | Ancillary Hardware

CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

111916
113638
117162

Full Length Anti-Ligature Geared Hinge 2100mm – Standard Duty
Full Length Anti-Ligature Geared Hinge 2400mm – Standard Duty
Perko Powermatic® Concealed Door Closer

Other hinge options available. Contact a consultant on 1800 75 93 93 to discuss your specific requirements.
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DOUBLE SWING FULL LENGTH GEARED HINGE

FINGER PROTECTIVE DOUBLE SWING FULL LENGTH GEARED HINGE

The ultimate solution for
double action doors

Allowing greater than 90˚opening
in both directions

> Inward Opening.

> Outward Opening.

> Greater than 90o opening in both directions.

> Reduced risk of finger injury through jamming.

Ideal for corridor doors susceptible to traffic impact

The patented Double Swing Hinge works with a concealed floor
mounted closer meaning there is now a robust anti-ligature
solution for bedroom door closers.

Permanent protection

Like the 114616 Double Swing Hinge, the Finger Protective Double
Swing Hinge can also be used in conjunction with a concealed
floor mounted closer.

The double swing hinge is ideal for doors which are required to
swing 90˚ in both directions (180˚) and eliminates the possibility
of pivot doors splitting on impact. It provides an ideal solution for
busy corridor doors which are exposed to impact damage and
toilet/shower room doors where there is a risk of barricade or
patients collapsing in the room.

For high impact areas
Designed for high impact areas and heavy doors up to 160kg this
heavy duty product has been tested to Severe Duty Rating DD171
and performance tested to European Standard EN1935.

With all the benefits of the Standard Double Swing Hinge, the new
Finger Protective Double Swing Hinge is also a permanent finger
trapping protection for the vulnerable hinge side of the door
In addition to all the benefits of the standard Double Swing Hinge,
this allows greater than 90º opening in both directions whilst
retaining a clearance gap that avoids fingers being trapped even
at the hardest slam. With this unique design offering a clearance
gap, this is a permanent finger protection and will not wear out.

Benefits
• Greater than 90° opening in both directions.
• Concealed fixings.
• Permanent finger protection (no wear and tear
maintenance issues).

> Double Swing Hinge with Concealed Floor Mounted Closer.

6

CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

114616
116578

Double Swing Full Length Geared Hinge 2100mm
Anti-Ligature Floor Mounted Door Closer

Hipac | Ancillary Hardware
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CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

117159
116578

Double Swing Finger Protective Full Length Geared Hinge 2100mm
Anti-Ligature Floor Mounted Door Closer
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REMOVABLE DOORSTOP – ALUMINIUM
Double barricade solution
The Aluminium Removable Doorstop
provides quick, easy emergency outward
opening operation of doors that normally
open inwards. It is durable and will not
distort with moisture or fluctuations in
temperature and is used in conjunction
with the double swing hinge.

PINCH GRIP PULL HANDLE
Instantly identifiable, the Primera ‘729’ Pinch Grip handle is a
recognised design icon in the mental healthcare sector. Stylish and
elegant lines make this a favourite with interior designers in their
efforts to de-institutionalise the mental health environment This
tried and tested design has been the mainstay of the Primera range
since its inception though is better suited to applications where
manual dexterity is not a major consideration (elderly/infirm).

• Sloping tip; no ligature point.
• Dual Grab handles with 45° slope
for ease of opening on timber.

Finishes
Standard finish is Satin Anodised
Aluminium (SAA), other anodised finishes
or colour coating available.

Benefits

Like all Primera products the ‘729’ is purpose designed and has
been tested to DHF TS001 passing at the highest level (Grade 4).
Supplied in either radius or square format, back-plates are
manufactured from 3mm electro-plated steel with 30° chamfered
edges and supplied singularly complete with pin torx anti-tamper
fixings. Bolt through fixings available subject to surcharge.

> Open Position.

• Single point reflex action.
• Tamper proof.
• Durable.
• Ideal for timber and steel frames.
• Suitable for new build &
retrofit situations.

50

CODE:

20

31

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

116994
116995

Anti-Ligature Continuous Removable Door Stop 2100mm Aluminium RH
Anti-Ligature Continuous Removable Door Stop 2100mm Aluminium LH

Solves barricade problems

Finishes

The Removable Doorstop provides quick
emergency outward opening operation of
doors that normally open inwards, helping
to resolve a number of problem areas
including the elimination of barricade
situations. It is used in conjunction with
the Double Swing Hinge.

Standard finish is primed MDF. Other
hardwood timbers available on request.
Please note hardwood options are
a natural product and if not stored
correctly or are subject to fluctuations in
temperature/ moisture may distort. Hipac
have no control over this once despatched,
and thus cannot accept liability.

> Closed Position.

CODE:

25 22

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

113607
116332

Anti-Ligature Continuous Removable Door Stop 2100mm Timber RH
Anti-Ligature Continuous Removable Door Stop 2100mm Timber LH

> Closed Position.

Patient Room

BARRICADE

Corridor

Patient Room

Corridor

BARRICADE

Emergency Action

Door barricaded by patient.

Standard action

Step 1. Open stop.

Hipac | Ancillary Hardware

With increased grip and designed to conform to DHF TS001
the ‘731’ is our best all round anti-ligature handle catering for
all applications. The inside of the handle has been carefully
sculptured to provide the same form and function as a round
bar handle yet with excellent styling and reduced potential for
injury due to low projection and smooth line curvature. Like the
Elephants Trunk, the Recessed Grab has also been designed to
work on two different back-plates the first (731A) being a flat
plate suitable for either new doors or retro-fit applications and
designed for a simple surface mount fixing.
The second option (731F) provides for the handle to be mounted
on a recessed dish which further increases the amount of available
space behind the handle for the bigger knuckle but requires
more detailed door preparation prior to installation. Both handle
options have been designed to conform to DHF TS001.
As with all Primera products these handles are supplied complete
with the required quantity of pin torx security fixings.

Step 2. Swing door outwards.

A video of this process can be viewed online at www.hipac.com.au
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730E

GRAB HANDLE

THE REMOVABLE DOORSTOP AND DOUBLE SWING HINGE BARRICADE OVERRIDE PROCESS

Standard action

730A

* Does not conform to DHF TS001 as secondary ligature point can be achieved.

CODE:

BARRICADE

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

116118	PR4-730A Elephants Trunk Handle on 90 x 205mm Backplate
117157
PR4-730E Elephants Trunk Handle on Recessed Dish

50

Corridor

*

Despite the high demand for this type of handle neither the 730A
or 730E handle conform to DHF TS001 due to the very nature
of their design. These handles are better suited to applications
where there is less challenging behaviour unless installed with
back to back bolt through fixings which the product has been
designed to accommodate.

> Open Position.

Patient Room

729B

Designed specifically for applications where manual dexterity
is of primary concern, the Elephants Trunk provides the perfect
anti-ligature handle solution. This robust and solid cast product
is of sleek design and offers a stylish alternative to the more
commonly known ‘Witches Nose’ handle. It has been cleverly
designed to work on 2 different back-plates the first (730A)
being a flat plate suitable for either new doors or retro-fit
applications and designed for a simple surface mount fixing. The
second option (730E) provides for the handle to be mounted on
a recessed dish which further increases the amount of available
space behind the handle for the bigger hand but requires more
detailed door preparation prior to installation.

REMOVABLE DOORSTOP – TIMBER

• Secure dual point locking system.
• Sloping tip; no ligature point.
• Sightproof design provides privacy.
• Dual Grab handles with 45° slope for
ease of opening on timber
removable doorstops.
• Curved backing to allow door to open
under extreme force.

729A

ELEPHANTS TRUNK PULL HANDLE

CODE:

Benefits

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

112197 	PR4-729A Pinch Grip Pull Handle on
90 x 205mm Radius Backplate
116237 	PR4-729B Pinch Grip Pull Handle on
90 x 205mm Square Backplate

P: 1800 75 93 93 | W: hipac.com.au

CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

116240
116241

PR4-731A Grab Pull Handle on 105 x 205mm Backplate
PR4-731F Grab Pull Handle on Recessed Dish

731A

731F
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Slave Door Locking Solutions

101 DEADBOLT

RECESSED PULL HANDLE
26

The recessed pull handle is the smaller of the Primera pull
handle family at just 90mm x 106mm and fabricated from
3mm solid steel. The ‘726’ is an ideal recessed handle solution
for cupboards, drawers, MH sports hall doors and very often
specified for conventional doors in units with more challenging
behaviour due to the lack of any protrusions. Conforming to the
requirements of TS001 at level 4 the ‘726’ provides a practical
solution to many applications and is available as an off the shelf
product in Satin Stainless Steel electro-plated finish. Other
finishes are available on a works to order basis.

The 101 Deadbolt requires an anti-ligature
escutcheon
to ensure
205
205
no ligature point is offered by a protruding cylinder, these are
available separately. See page 15 for available profiles.

106

200

Supplied complete with pin torx anti-tamper fixing screws.
PR4-726 Recessed Flush Pull Handle 90 x 106mm
40

B

22
49
95

134

45

76

33

An easy clean socket is also available separately for
floor applications.
CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

115725
113701

PR6210DL-101 Dead Bolt Lock Case
32
PR6510-ECS Easy Clean Socket

45

50

27

3

12

65

25.5

52

3

Recessed Pull
Recessed
PullHandle
Handle

NARROW STILE PULL

A Lockcase
101mm

A
B Backset
82mm

25 10

14

EXTENDED MORTISE BOLT

Some applications, typically feature panelled doors or where
there is a larger than normal viewing panel, call for a narrower
back-plate than normal.

26

The ‘727’ offers an alternative solution with a single side flange
to avoid finger contact with the doorframe.
Mounted on a 200 x 26 x 3mm back-plate with 30° chamfered
edges and radius corners.

205

106

Supplied complete with pin torx anti-tamper fixing screws.

205

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

116233

PR4-727B Single Lipped Handle 26 x 200mm Backplate

22

65

Key supplied separately – see page 14 for details.

200

CODE:

Principally designed to secure second leaf doors in mental health
wards, this extended length tubular dead-bolt enables easy
reach and operation of the key way for the purpose of locking/
un-locking the door. Supplied complete with reinforcing kit and
bolt through anti-tamper fixings this lock is designed to withstand
higher levels of impact. Operating on Primera’s new and
innovative XT triangular drive mechanism, the keyway is designed
to enable easy extraction of any foreign objects that may be
forced in to the keyway by a service user.

CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

113702

PR6303-TMB-CWRK Extended Mortice Bolt

45

292

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

117072

4

270

CODE:

The 101 Deadbolt is a versatile locking solution that can be used
in a variety of applications. It is an alternative to standard flush
or panic bolts used to secure one door leaf in a double door
set, and is mounted in the top and bottom faces of a door. This
deadbolt requires a keyed cylinder which can be integrated with
the facility master-key system.

65

32
50

27

3

52

3

22

40

Recessed Pull Handle

Primarily designed for commercial aluminium doors widely used
for perimeter security in new MH units or other applications where
the width of the door stile is limited.

LOCKING FLUSH BOLT
Manufactured from rugged stainless steel and designed to be
recessed in to the lip of the secondary door for concealment
when the primary door is closed/locked. Eliminating the
requirement for more dangerous cantilever mechanisms, this
simple push/slide operation is quick and effective with no lever
components that might otherwise present a ligature risk. A
tamper resistant retained locking screw is fitted to secure the bolt
in either the locked or un-locked position ensuring control of the
door by key-holders only.

26

• The PR-4-729A-45 Pinch Grip handle is available as an ex-stock
item at 45mm x 205mm
• The PR-4-730A-65 Elephants Trunk handle is available
at 65mm x 205mm
205

All narrow handle plates are electro-plated
106 to ‘Service
Condition 5’ which provides a higher level of corrosion resistance
due to the high probability of being specified for use in external
200
applications. Supplied complete with anti-tamper pin torx in
screw fixings as standard.
CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

114180

PR4-729A-45 Pinch Grip Pull Handle on Narrow
Radius Plate 45 x 205mm
40
50
PR4-730A-65 Elephants Trunk Handle on Narrow
Radius Plate
65
x
205mm
Recessed Pull Handle

117155

10
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205

As with all Primera products, style and function are of the
utmost importance. As such, the LFB offers a reliable yet noninstitutional alternative to the problem of reliably securing second
leaf doors in the mental health environment.
729A-45

45

730a-65

65

32
27

3

52

CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

113703
113701

PR6310-LFB Locking Flush Bolt
PR6510-ECS Easy Clean Socket

22

40

Captive
anti-tamper
locking screw

200

NARROW BACK-PLATE HANDLES

3
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Lock Cases

Strike Plates and Rebate Kits

COMMUNAL ROLLER BOLT DEADLOCK

EXTENDED LIP AND DOUBLE ACTION STRIKES

Our communal roller bolt deadlock case is the same unit which
provides tried and tested operation in both type 76 and 96
locksets in primary barricade format. With a sprung roller bolt
with adjustment available by screw from under the faceplate and
a robust single through deadbolt operated by cylinder, it offers a
variety of applications.
As the communal lock is exactly the same case size as other
Primera lock-cases* it enables all doors to be routered and
prepared to the same specification, saving time and cost.

58.5

58.5
235

68

Supplied complete with fixings and standard strike plate.
*Note – night-latch and roller bolt cylinder/spindle centres differ.

33
68

235

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

113733

PR6102RBD Roller Bolt Deadlock
103 x 235 – Communal.

103

10
15

15

CODE:

When installing any lockcase the standard sized strike plate
may not be suitable due to door function requirements or frame
design. In such cases we can produce bespoke strike plates for
all Primera lockcase types.

103

10

165

16

Supplied complete with anti-tamper fixings.
165
16

60.5
33

3

STRIKE PLATES

80

2560.5
10

14

3

14

116324

59.5
11

103

31

10

116325
38

59.5
235

116555

38

PR-6103ALNL-HB Auto Locking Night latch
with holdback
PR6104ALNL-NHB Auto Locking Night latch
without Holdback

114225

10
235 133.5

165
72

133.5
3
25

14

Our specifically designed universal lock wraps suit both Primera
roller bolt and auto dead-latch lock-cases and enable the locks
to be incorporated in fire resistant door leaves. The pack includes
pads for the lock-case and the strike plate.

12

CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

117160

PR-7701-ILW Intumescent Lock Pack

Hipac | Ancillary Hardware

14

210

210

Designed to complement the installation of Primera mortise
lock-cases (PR-6101-RBD Roller Bolt Deadlock, PR-6102RBD Communal Lock, PR-6103 & PR-6104 Automatic NightLatches) when fitted to either single or double doors that are
manufactured with rebated lips. Available as an off the shelf
‘ex-stock’ item to suit 13mm applications though can be supplied
on a works to order basis to suit rebates of 18mm and 25mm.
Extended lead time will apply. Fabricated in Stainless Steel and
supplied complete with anti-tamper fixings as required.

255 240

CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

114227
114228

Rebate set for Roller Bolt Deadlock 13mm SSS
Rebate set for Night Latch 13mm SSS

30

50

15

8

ELECTRIC STRIKE

24

227

116325

Call Hipac on 1800 75 93 93 to confirm the correct rebate kit to suit your application.

24

227

116324

80

11

INTUMESCENT LOCK PACK
All door furniture, whatever the application, should be fitted
so as to ensure the fire resistant properties of the door are
not compromised and in many instances it is advisable for
ironmongery to be bedded in intumescent mastic or paste.
An easier, cleaner and more accurate solution is to use specially
shaped pads of intumescent material.

80

11

3
25

116558

REBATE KITS

72

22

116577

116557

165

31

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

116556

11

Supplied complete with fixings and standard strike plate.
CODE:

Strike Plate for Roller Bolt
25mm x 230mm Fig 1 44-54mm door
Strike Plate for Roller Bolt
25mm x 230mm Fig 2 44-54mm door
Strike Plate for Night Latch
25mm x 230mm Fig 1 44-54mm door
Strike Plate for Night Latch
25mm x 230mm Fig 2 44-54mm door
Strike Plate for Roller Bolt
42mm – 54mm door – Non Handed
Strike Plate for Night Latch
42mm – 54mm door – Non Handed

116558

103

22

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

116555

116557

AUTOMATIC NIGHT LATCH LOCK CASE
This is exactly the same unit as supplied with Primera type 66 and
86 locksets and features the same ‘cylinder over spindle’ feature.
The latch bolt can be rehanded on site with the removal of a
single screw. The automatic deadlocking snib offers resistance to
latch bolt manipulation when the door is in a closed position.

CODE:

116556

80

25 10

As the auto-nightlatch is exactly the same case size as our other
lock-cases it means that all doors can be routered and prepared
to the same specification, saving time and cost.

We supply a design template that can be completed on site and
returned to us so our CAD team can draw up a perfectly sized
solution. As the strike is manufactured in the same facility as
standard plates you can rest assured that it will operate perfectly
with our unique lockcases.

165 420

165 420

Specifically modified and designed to work with Primera nightlatch PR-6103/6104 on function 66 & 86 locksets and intended
for use in hard wired access control systems. This rugged and
durable electric strike can be configured to either 12vDC or
24vDC. Similarly, with nothing other than a simple screwdriver
this electric strike can be adapted to operate in either a fail-safe
(open) or fail-secure (locked) mode for full onsite flexibility.

40

210

Current consumption at 12vDC continuous 200mA (+/- 15%) and
at 24vDC continuous 100mA (+/- 15%). Face plate size 210mm x
28mm. Overall width including lip: 40mm and body depth: 35mm
Supplied singularly complete with fixings.
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CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

114086
117161

PR6551-ER Electric Strike 12/24v DC with Faceplate
PR-6561-ER Monitored Electric Strike
12/24v DC with Faceplate
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Emergency Override Tools

Door Closers and Ancillary Items

CONCEALED DOOR CLOSER

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

116327
117166
117106
117108
117167

Removable Door Stop Key
Removable Door Stop and Vision Panel Key
SKA Butterfly Key
BKR & CESP Butterfly Key
Extended Mortice Bolt Key

28

The requirements of anti-ligature installations and those of
door closers invariably contradict each other. The necessity of a
linkage between door and frame always creates a ligature point
when the door is open.

117166

One of the best compromises is the Perko Powermatic® concealed
door closer. Operating at power size 3 and offering controlled
closing this unit has a concealed jam mounted configuration,
making it a less obvious ligature risk.
CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

117162

Perko Powermatic® Concealed Door Closer

178

30

140

CODE:

98

EMERGENCY KEYS

5
5

DOUBLE ACTION DOOR CLOSER
117167

117106

117108

PR3 EMERGENCY TOOL KIT
This emergency tool kit contains all the items required to operate
the Secondary Barricade Override facility on Primera PR3 locksets. This includes a ratchet screwdriver for the removal of the
anti-tamper screws and a multi-tool which is used to both un-lock
the door (overpowering the service user) and acts as an aid to the
clinical staff to ensure that there is more than adequate pulling
force available on the outside of the door to ensure the door can
be opened in the outward direction.

PR7241-ABK Combined Kit

PR7239-ABK Rollerbolt Kit

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

113696
116247
116248
116429

PR7239-ABK Anti-Barricade Emergency Kit PR3 – RB
PR7240-ABK Anti-Barricade Emergency Kit PR3 – NL
PR7241-ABK Anti-Barricade Emergency Kit PR3 – RB & NL
PR7232-ABKH Anti-Barricade Emergency Kit – Carry Case

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

116578

Anti-Ligature Floor Mounted Door Closer

ANTI-LIGATURE ESCUTCHEONS

PR7240-ABK
Night Latch Kit

CODE:

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

116225

PR4-22E Escutcheon 22mm Euro Profile –
Face Fix Narrow
PR4-58B Escutcheon 58mm Blind Profile
PR4-58E Escutcheon 58mm Euro Profile
PR4-58O Escutcheon 58mm Oval Profile
PR4-58S Escutcheon 58mm Swiss Profile

116226
114223
116227
117158

SECURITY FASTENERS

Anti-barricade doors are purposely designed to enable clinical
staff to open the door in the outward direction in a barricade
scenario. However, if the service user holds the handle on the
inside of the door to prevent clinical staff access the Emergency
Pull Handle can be used to provide extra grip sufficient to easily
overcome those internal forces.

CODE:

115323
117165
117040
117164

Simply slide the Emergency Pull Handle over the pinch grip
handle and pull to open the door in an outward direction. The
length of the Emergency Pull handle is deliberately designed to
enable more than one member of the clinical team to participate
in pulling the door ensuring a swift entry to the barricaded room.
Suitable for use with Primera PR-4-729 handle only.
SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

113695

PR7201-EPH Emergency Pull Handle

116161
117145
115325
117163
117180
117146
116180

PR4-58S
10

PR4-580

58

25°

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:

Single Swing Hinge and Removable Door Stop Screws
12-24 x 11/16 Resytork U/Cut CSK S/Driller Zinc Plated Metal Screw
10G x 1 ½ Hex Pin CSK S/Tapper Zinc Plated Timber Screw
Double Swing Hinge Screws
10G x ¾ Resytork CSK S/Driller Zinc Plated Metal Screw
8G x 1 ½ Hex Pin CSK S/Tapper Zinc Plated Timber Screw
Resytork Driver Bits
Resytork Driver Bit T10
Resytork Driver Bit T15
Resytork Driver Bit T20 x 25mm
Resytork Driver Bit T20 x 50mm
Resytork Driver Bit T20 x 75mm
Resytork Driver Bit T25
Hex Pin Driver Bit

Hipac reserves the right to make changes in design, specifications, colours and models for the improvement of any product without notice.
Images in this catalogue are for display purposes only and may not reflect the exact appearance of the product. Hipac recommends that
anyone intending to install or use any products displayed in this catalogue should satisfy themselves about the suitability of them for their
intended purpose and that all applicable health and safety requirements are met. No responsibility is assumed by Hipac for any incidental
or consequential damages resulting from the use of any products sold by Hipac.

PR7201-EPH

Hipac | Ancillary Hardware

PR4-58E

PR4-58B

EMERGENCY PULL HANDLE

CODE:

Available off the shelf in either SSS and SCP electroplated finishes but also available in any RAL/BS or PVD
plated finish subject to a surcharge. Supplied singularly
complete with fixings.

Also available as a blind escutcheon for a variety of applications.
The 25° chamfered edge limits the potential to attach a ligature
while the countersunk torx-pin fixing supplied as standard ensure
a high level of tamper resistance.

PR7232-ABKH – Carry Case
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CODE:

Mainly supplied in European profile but also available in both U.K.
Oval (also suitable for I.C Core (Best/Arrow)) and Swiss profile
formats, Primera escutcheons provide ligature resistance to
almost any cylinder application.

This is an essential accessory when supplying any PR3 lock-set
and should be available to the fitter during the installation of any
PR3 product. Typically one kit per ward is sufficient. Clinical staff
must also be made aware of the whereabouts of this important
safety equipment and should be fully trained in its use.
CODE:

Used in conjunction with the Double Swing Full Length Geared
Hinge and Double Swing Finger Protective Full Length Geared
Hinge, the concealed, double action floor mounted door closer
is a discrete anti-ligature solution for double action doors in
high risk areas.
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We’re here for life.

Customer Care 1800 75 93 93
Dependable healthcare equipment;
maintained to exacting standards

We’re here for life.

The Hipac Group Pty
P : +61 2 4823 0000
F : +61 2 4822 7733
E: info@hipac.com.au
W: hipac.com.au
A: 	PO Box 797, 36 Long Street
Goulburn NSW 2580 AUSTRALIA
ABN 41 218 928 369

